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About This Game

Arriving at a new school can be daunting, even more so when it's a school of magic...

Fortunately you have found something that might increase your chances of successful entrance, a ritual that should greatly
enhance your innate magical ability.

Now you must deal with the repercussions of the spell, as you begin your training to join the ranks of the Royal Academy of
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Magi.

Fun Tongue in Cheek Storyline.

Magi, Magic and Demons.

Multiple Routes and Choices that affect the ending.

High Quality characters, backgrounds and CG Scenes.

1080p window and full screen options.

CG Scene Gallery of 100 images to unlock.

Multiple save slots and full VN functions.

Eight Alternate Endings to explore.

Steam Trading Cards & 10 Achievements

Deluxe Edition

Also don't forget to checkout the deluxe edition. Which includes all of the bonus DLC content at a discounted rate.

The deluxe edition offers the following bonus items:

Magi Trials Game

Magi Trials Original Wallpapers

Magi Trials Avatar Pack

Magi Trials Original Soundtrack

Magi Trials Dakimakuras

All items are included in the deluxe edition of the game.
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Title: Magi Trials
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Chronofire Arts
Publisher:
Dharker Studio
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2016
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Having played a lot of visual novels recently, Magi Trials stands out among them as one of the most genuinely fun. The writing
is sharp, and I adore the art style (as witnessed by my avatar) and it really helps to sell the atmosphere of the game itself. While
there are not a large amount of characters in the game, I think it works to the game's benefit and enables it to maintain its focus
and the main cast feels fleshed out.

As a downside, it feels on the shorter end of VNs with only needing about two and a half hours to see everything and there's
really only one "good" end if that matters to you. (Also said without seriousness, that there's no harem end.)

I would personally love to see a sequel down the road with Sophie, Charlie and Eri.. Good game, similar to HSR; this time a bit
different, but not in a bad way. Needs a bit of work done to clean up an error here and there and make everything work. After
the game is cleaned up with an update or 2 it will be perfect!

Great characters
Same good art
Simple but enjoyable music
Great story, very diverse endings that make the story that much more interesting when you play a differnt route
*A little difficult to get certain endings at first but gets easier when you try to mix things up and discover.

Well worth the price, really hope they continue the series. This game was cute and enjoyable! While there is a lot more murder
than there is romance, it still maniges to be very cute in a lot of places. Plus sometimes murder /is/ romantic.. Interesting story,
choices matter, cute. It was good.. Finally a game that lets a man experience true lesbian love.
You start out as a boy practicing dark arts in the hopes of cheating yourself into a good college and you end up accidentally
turning yourself into a raging hot beauty with double D's. Can you sleep your way into graduating at the top of your class?
Just like the hit Broadway musical Legally Blonde you must lie, cheat, sleep, and murder your way to the top. But somewhere
along the way you end up falling in love with the most unexpected people. Your bi-curious roommate, smoking hot
(female)teacher, and a succubus? Coming last year, an unexpected romance will soon develop in the hallowed halls of
 where the hell did this take place  Drake University.
You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll die in five of the eight endings. But boy were those other three... okay? But this VN proves that
you don't need H-scenes to make a good VN. Cause there aren't any. Not even a patch.
No best girl surprisingly, no worst girl either.
I never watch legally blonde.
I never got my di ck back.. So like.

If this is your thing?

Maybe, MAYBE consider going to a Gender Indentity Clinic. You're not Wrong, and you're not Bad, but maybe you should sit
with yourself and think about who you wish you were?. Me: Nice Preservation of the artstyle, Way less linear than the previous
Novel, and 60% of the endings are super Depressing.

Devs: 2 Outa 3 Aint so bad

lol jk All your other games have the ♥♥♥♥♥iest style there is tho
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I have been a big fan of Dharker studies ever since I originally played Highschool Romance a while back. I loved the quirky
artstyle and their stories werehighly amusing and well planned out. When I found out they had made a spin-off series I inew it
was a must play for me. For me these graphic novels are some of the best.

Overall I give the story an 8.5/10
The Art was a 9/10 for me because I love the somewhat cartoonish art style and the facial expressions they can create.
The Music came to an 8/10 its the usual noce tunes to help you play along to and set the mood.
Characters come out with 8/10 I enjoyed the characters and their stories quite a lote and thw twists were great. I only wish I was
able to meet more of them in this fascinating world.
The Story was also an 8/10 the twists were well thought out and added great depth to the story and endings.
Routes/Endings 7.5/10 I was hoping for a bit more variety in the endings, some manage to get you to the same lack of existance
but there is still a good handful of well thought out endings that everyone who plays should complete.

Overall it was a good fun few hours for me delving into a well planned and simple graphic novel with hilarious premise. Would
always reccomend this game and I hope to see more in the series.. Not as good as the original, and pretty buggy (dialog
attributed to the wrong character, wrong imae displayed, etc.) but worth it if you can get it on sale.. I get it may not be everyones
cup of tea, but I personally enjoyed the endings, though not all ideal, it was a good set up to sequels. Loved the story, the
protagonist, and our purple haired love-interest.. I liked the game. The illustrations are very good, I quite like the style of the
illustrator.

Unfortunately I just think it's a bit short and also lack more characters to interact and extra events (festivals, holidays, etc).

But overall, I enjoyed it and I'm happy with the game !!. If you're here because you liked Highschool Romance, put any
comparisons out of your mind. The art style is similar, and the "boy masquerades as girl" thing is there, but that's about the end
of it. The tone of the story is much, much darker. And rather than three good endings and a "you didn't do well enough" ending,
there are 8 flat out bad ends, 1 outright good end, and depending on how you feel about the final end, an evil end.

Much like the Lea path in HSR 1, each of these ends is ridiculously complicated (in spite of the 1.3 update to make it "easier",
this is very much a game of either repeated trial-and-error and judicious use of the save system or using one of the rather
helpful guides if you just want to get the end you're aiming for). Dark magic shenanigans seem to be par for the course for
"magic school" VNs, but slapping the Highschool Romance name on this is in art style and story hook only.

Dakimakura DLC Live:
We are happy to announce that the Dakimakura DLC is now live and available, all Deluxe edition owners will automatically
receive this DLC.

Thank you for your patience,
We are sorry this final piece of DLC took slightly longer than planned to release.. Patreon Campaign:
We are happy to announce that Dharker Studios is now on Patreon, delivering patrons daily artwork, weekly polls and monthly
competitions for awesome physical rewards.

https://www.patreon.com/DharkerStudio

Plus patrons also receive copies of the various games we produce and release, and with many games in development there are
lots of great rewards to enjoy.

Checkout the campaign for more details and potentially have your say in how we develop future games and the content that is
included within them.. Echo Tokyo: Phoenix Out Now:
We are happy to announce the release of our Cyberpunk game Echo Tokyo: Phoenix,
out now on Steam.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/432110/Echo_Tokyo_Phoenix/. Beauty Bounce Release:
Our new title by Brightly Studios for Dharker Studio 'Beauty Bounce' is now available on Steam at a reduced price for its
release week.
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Checkout the game store page for the latest information on Tomo's adventures at the Beach Bounce Resort.. Release Date -
November 17th:
We are happy to announce that the release of Magi Trials has been moved forward to November 17th.

Highschool Romance: Magi Trials is a brand new title, created by the same team who worked on Highschool Romance, our aim
was to create a new story, with a new cast of characters in a new setting whilst retaining similar themes and style to the original,
with a larger budget offering us the opportunity to build a larger story, with more artwork and events to explore and unlock.

This new story tells a brand new tale this time set in a school of magic, to add to the crazy shenanigans and ecchi encounters for
players to enjoy. Whilst they make decisions throughout the game affecting the ultimate conclusion of the story.
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